
Real Estate: Boa Vista Estates was the highlight

JHSF revenue recognition in the real estate development segment was boosted

by a solid sales performance of R$ 340.1mn in 4Q21 in line with 3Q21. Boa Vista

Estates, launched in 2021, had the strongest performance on this segment

representing 63% of the total contracted sales in 4Q21, reaching R$ 213mn. In

2021 JHSF had an outstanding performance in the real estate, surpassing 2020

standards by 29%.

Malls: Robust results indicating solid post-pandemic recovery

On malls, retail and digital segment, JHSF posted strong operating figures. The

occupancy rate increased to 97.4% (vs. 96.6% in 3Q21) and SSS came in strong

(+30% vs. 4Q19). SSR had a solid growth (+34% vs 4Q19) which boosted 4Q21

malls revenue to R$84mn (+37% vs 4Q20).

Financials: Stronger-than-expected 4Q21 results, exceeding our estimates

On the financial front, top-line came in at R$ 483mn vs. R$ 390mn in 4Q20 (+69%

above our forecast and +22% y/y), mainly due to the higher-than-expected

contribution from its residential segment. Adjusted EBITDA came in at R$264mn

(+114% vs. our estimates; +10% y/y). Finally, net income came in at R$ 255mn

(+321% vs our forecast; +35% y/y).

ESG: JHSF improved its standards

JHSF aimed to strengthen its ESG pillars in 2021 mainly driven by (E) initiative to

offset greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of the São Paulo Catarina Executive

International Airport; and (S) efforts continue to improve D&I (diversity and

inclusion); and (G) the Board of Directors is composed of 75% of independent

members and has most positions in the 7 Advisory Committees. Finally, we

positively acknowledge JHSF’s advances with finalized the structuring of the

Strategic Sustainability Guidelines.

JHSF (JHSF3) posted robust 4Q21 results. The performance was explained by outstanding revenue recognition in the real estate

development segment (Boa Vista Complex), due to solid sales performance in 4Q21. Moreover, the malls segment posted robust

operational performance with tenant sales increasing sharply (+39% vs. 4Q19). Therefore, we might see a positive market reaction and

reiterate our buy-rating for the stock (TP of R$9,70/share).

Strong results driven by Boa Vista Estates

JHSF | Buy; TP R$9.70/sh

Source: XP Research and Company Reports.
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